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Today’s Objectives
Learning Objectives Leading Objectives

To learn about the negative impacts of principal churn and 
how we can work collectively to address this epidemic

Begin working on a foundation and five year vision for your 
school/district and the impact of your leadership

To better understand the characteristics of highly effective 
leaders through an introduction to the 


School Leader Paradigm
Reflect and assess your own personal attributes and 

competencies that make you an effective leader

To gain insight into the alignment between the School Leader 
Paradigm and the AWSP Leadership Framework.

Develop an understanding of how to use both the School 
Leader Paradigm and the AWSP Framework in a growth 

centered evaluation process

To explore the interplay between the School Leader Paradigm 
and the AWSP Leadership Framework

Identify a Problem of Practice in your context that you’d like 
to address this coming year. Use AWSP’s Evidence of 

Impact Tool to begin your planning



Adult Learning Theory
Learning happens when adults… 

• Access expertise inside and outside of the group 
• Participate in authentic activities with the group 
• Practice with relevant Problems of Practice 
• Engage (formally & informally) with colleagues 
• Apply new learning to professional contexts 
• Reflect on leadership and new learnings

What do these expectations mean to you today?



Norms for Professional Learning
Stay engaged 

Speak Your Truth 
Experience Discomfort 

Expect and Accept Non-closure 
Listen for Understanding 

No Fixing 
Take Risks

What do these norms mean to you today?



What has changed in your system since the 
adoption of the AWSP Leadership Framework was 

developed in 2010?  How have other changes in 
the evaluation system impacted your work?

Framing Table Discussion



What has changed in your leadership 
practice in the last 10 years?

Framing Table Discussion



How have the changes in leadership practice 
affected student learning in the last 10 years?

Framing Table Discussion



Leadership Effects on Student Learning
1. Leadership is second only to classroom 

instruction among all school-related factors that 
contribute to what students learn at school. 

2. Leadership effects are usually largest where and 
when they are needed most.

The Wallace Foundation, “How Leadership Influences Student Learning”



“1 in 4 principals are in the same 
building after 5 years.”

“Research says it takes 5-7 years to change 
a middle school and 7-10 years to change a 

high school.”
“High poverty schools churn 
principals at twice the rate.”

*The Wallace Foundation

*NASSP Principal Turnover Data

*OSPI RAD Data

Current School Leadership Reality







Why Do Principals Leave Their Jobs?
1. Inadequate preparation and professional development 
2. Poor working conditions 
3. Insufficient salaries 
4. Lack of decision-making authority 
5. High-stakes accountability policies

*Learning Policy Institute 2018 Research



“Scott, our entire leadership team is turning 
over next year. We are looking for three new 
administrators to come lead our high school. 

This will be our 4th principal in 6 years.”
- High School Teacher reaching out to AWSP

What is happening in this school?



What we know about principal leadership…

Culture

LearningSystems

Increased 
Student 
Success

Principal Actions

Lead by creating 
CULTURE

Lead by building 
SYSTEMS

Lead by leading 
LEARNING

“Culture, like trust, must 
start on day one, takes 
years to build, and only 

seconds to lose.”

“Systems can often 
remain untouched through 

the constant change of 
leadership.”

“Without a positive school 
culture, and systems to 

support that culture, 
historically inequitable 

gaps will persist.”
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AWSP Leadership Continuum
Years 5+Years 2-51st Year

Climate and Culture

Systems
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accelerate the 
impact of 

highly effective 
leadership?
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5 years.”



AWSP Leadership Continuum
“Growing teacher leaders”

“Supporting first-year principals”

“Building and equipping leaders in years 2-5”

“Supporting and sustaining 
effective leaders”

“Support the success 
and sustainability of 

highly effective 
principals in our state.”

Goal 2



How are needs and supports different 
depending on where you are on the leadership 
continuum?  How does this impact the role of 

the supervisor?  

Table Framing Discussion



Strategies for Reducing Principal Turnover
1. Providing high-quality professional learning opportunities 
2. Improving working conditions 
3. Ensuring adequate and stable compensation 
4. Supporting decision-making authority in school leadership 
5. Reforming accountability systems

*Learning Policy Institute 2018 Research

If we align and improve the consistency of statewide systems that prepare 
and support principals, then we can accelerate and improve the 

effectiveness and sustainability of principals in our state. 

AWSP Theory of Action



Leadership is an art, a delicate balance between 
“becoming while doing.”

What does this mean?



Leadership is an art, a delicate balance between 
“becoming while doing.”







What attributes would you identify as YOUR strengths? 

 What about areas that YOU need intentional focus?

The Paradigm Placemat



“Seldom, if ever, do we ask the “who” question - who is the self that 
leads?  How does the quality of our “selfhood” form or – deform – the 

way we relate to students, teachers, colleagues and community?”
-Parker Palmer (2007)

Think - Stare - Pair - Share

How does a greater understanding of who you are as a leader or a 
supervisor lead to growth and more impactful leadership?



Can a principal, rated proficient, be 
removed from his or her building?

Think - Stare - Pair - Share



Where do you see the  
AWSP Leadership Framework?



AWSP  
Leadership Framework 
1. Creating a Culture 
2. Ensuring School Safety 
3. Planning with Data 
4. Aligning Curriculum 
5. Improving Instruction 
6. Managing Resources 
7. Engaging Communities 
8. Closing the Gap



What’s the difference between these two resources?



“Designed to support the 
ongoing growth of 

leaders”

“Designed to support the 
ongoing evaluation of 

leaders”

“Becoming” “Doing”

What’s the difference between these two resources?



AWSP’s Newest Revision of the Leadership Framework 
and How to Use It

Refresh Goals: 
• Be more user friendly 
• Increase consistency 
• Infused with an equity-focus 
• Reduced verbiage inside the rubrics 
• Emphasize holistic scoring 
• Provide structure for ongoing 

conversations about leadership 



What is the purpose of evaluation?

Think - Stare - Pair - Share



Our Recommended “Growth” Practices
Learning happens when adults… 

• Access expertise inside and outside of the group 
• Participate in authentic activities with the group 
• Practice with relevant Problems of Practice 
• Engage (formally & informally) with colleagues 
• Apply new learning to professional contexts 
• Reflect on leadership and new learnings



Our Recommended “Growth” Practices
Principal Professional Growth: 

• Safe, honest and transparent 
• On-going (Principal PLCs, allotted time, tools, etc.) 
• Mutually beneficial 
• Supportive and nurturing 
• Goal-oriented (Cycle of Inquiry) 
• Priority emphasis on the “Lead Learners” 
• Conversations about the Evidence of Impact



Evidence of Impact Principals’ action steps 
based on multiple, 
overlapping criteria



Evidence of Impact Principals’ action steps 
based on multiple, 
overlapping criteria



Leadership is an art, a delicate balance between “becoming while doing.”

How can your district establish systems for 
ongoing conversations about the complexities of 
school leadership as we all become while doing?



How do we do this work?



Evidence of Impact



Evidence of Impact





Evidence of Impact









What can you do as a team to create a system that 
supports leadership growth and reduces churn?  What are 

your next steps?

Think - Stare - Pair - Share
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